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Manwriting

DISPLAY

How did the football game finish for the NY Wildcats?

Jimmy flew to Ohio
I SPENT 75¢ ON A BRAND NEW SUPERMAN COMIC

A RABBIT’S FOOT
Néanmoins l’une des races de trait françaises aux plus

The bigexpression

IN 1776 THE WAR BEGAN FOR THE AMERICAN PEOPLE

MILLER TYPE FO
The Big & Tall store closed early because of lack of cloth

I got an A+ today!

And the third part of the creatures which were in the

CHARACTERS: manwriting
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TEXT: manwriting
7/12 ¶ The quick & brown fox jumps over a lazy dog. All questions asked by
five watched experts amaze the judge. Crazy Fredericka bought many very
exquisite opal jewels. Victor jagt zwölf Boxkämpfer quer über den großen Sylter Deich. Cola® costs
$25 for the newest flavor. Which is more Japanese: a lacquer box, or a Zen garden of rocks
and gravel in Kyoto? Faye shook a can & squirted Jax lager over the prez’s BMW. “It may be
an acquired taste” acknowledged Josh as he served bizarre fox soup. Knights & wizards may

9/14 ¶ Which ismore Japanese: a lacquer box, or a Zen
garden of rocks and gravel inKyoto? Faye shook a can &
squirted Jax lager over the prez’s BMW. “It may be an acquired taste”
acknowledged Josh as he served bizarre fox soup. Knights & wizards may
expect squires to be jolly forever. “Jeepers, that’s show biz for ya!” exclaimed

expect squires to be jolly forever. “Jeepers, that’s show biz for ya!” exclaimed Quinn when being

Quinn when beingsacked by MTV. In ‘64, Jacqueline Bouvier Kennedy was

sacked by MTV. In ‘64, Jacqueline Bouvier Kennedy was amazingly hip. Lady, we jump in the

amazingly hip. Lady, we jump in the zoo but the Frick’s Qingworks are

zoo but the Frick’s Qingworks are expensive! Jezebel’s quirky boat will never paddle the Gulf of
Mexico. Bev didn’t realize much joy fighting w/ QuarkXPress. John’s excellent crazy walk qualified
as an apogee of British TV comedy. Fox TV acquired right-wing nutjob dubbed “Fuzzy Lumpkins.”
Bizarre: frequent mockery juxtaposed with loving. Before earthquakes razed Haiti, flying to Jamaica was expensive. Baby foxes & squeaking mice jeopardized the whole endeavor. If Zeus had his

expensive! Jezebel’s quirky boat will never paddle the Gulf of Mexico. Bev
didn’t realize much joy fighting w/ QuarkXPress. John’s excellent crazy walk
qualified as an apogee of British TV comedy. Fox TV acquired right-wing
nutjob dubbed “Fuzzy Lumpkins.” Bizarre: frequent mockery juxtaposed with

way, Ajax could’ve become quite a triumphant king. “I drew that Pokémon before having Rayquaza!”

loving. Before earthquakes razed Haiti, flying to Jamaica was expensive.

Jo exclaims. The gold fez of Turkey’s PM Bulent Ecevit had exquisite jewels. Jose D. Gonzalez of

Baby foxes & squeaking mice jeopardized the whole endeavor. If Zeus had

Mexico City was the subsequent pick for VP. Good job on the appetizers (excluding fried squid
with anchovy milk)! Even while I adjust my expectations higher, you keep amazing me. I request:
be my wife. Kæmi ný öxi hér, ykist þjófum nú bæði víl og ádrepa. Texas’s major-league ball squad
played Nelson Cruz vs. a few Yanks pitchers. Quit weeping: Alaska’s amazing Glacier Bay fjords
have oxygen. What? By forking over millions, I can acquire a Judd box? Puh-leeze! Andy Warhol’s

his way, Ajax could’ve become quite a triumphant king. “I drew that Pokémon
before having Rayquaza!” Jo exclaims. The gold fez of Turkey’s PM Bulent
Ecevit had exquisite jewels. Jose D. Gonzalez of Mexico City was the subsequent pick for VP. Good job on the appetizers (excluding fried squid with

boxes made every critic question if he’s a genius, or just a lazy punk. Braque exchanged jewel-like

anchovy milk)! Even while I adjust my expectations higher, you keep amaz-

Fauve style for Cezanne’s composition. My ex-wife reckoned Buzz Lightyear’s jokes in the sequel

ingme. I request: be my wife. Kæmi ný öxi hér, ykist þjófum nú bæði víl og

an improvement. The QB always zeroed in on the receiver, expecting him to juke the FS. Lazy,
thick-jawed bums fixed spongy quiche I craved. H. frequently goes over Brazil beads & Mexico
wall painters; no joke! “Zany” 17th c. experts always give me an old joke: “If it ain’t baroque…”
Me gustan Mexican avocado & jalapeno followed by zucchini quickbread. Quizzical twins proved my

ádrepa. Texas’s major-league ball squad played Nelson Cruz vs. a few Yanks
pitchers. Quit weeping: Alaska’s amazing Glacier Bay fjords have oxygen.
What? By forking over millions, I can acquire a Judd box? Puh-leeze! Andy

hijack-bugfix. Woven silk pyjamas exchanged for blue quartz. Jaded zombies acted quietly but

Warhol’s boxes made every critic question if he’s a genius, or just a lazy

11/16 ¶ Knights & wizards may expect squires to
be jolly forever. “Jeepers, that’s show biz for
ya!” exclaimed Quinn when beingsacked by MTV. In ‘64, Jacqueline Bouvier Kennedy was amazingly hip. Lady, we jump
in the zoo but the Frick’s Qingworks are expensive! Jezebel’s
quirky boat will never paddle the Gulf of Mexico. Bev didn’t
realize much joy fighting w/ QuarkXPress. John’s excellent crazy
walk qualified as an apogee of British TV comedy. Victor jagt
zwölf Boxkämpfer quer über den großen Sylter Deich. Fox TV
acquired right-wing nutjob dubbed “Fuzzy Lumpkins.” Bizarre:
frequent mockery juxtaposed with loving. Before earthquakes
razed Haiti, flying to Jamaica was expensive. Baby foxes &
squeaking mice jeopardized the whole endeavor. If Zeus had
his way, Ajax could’ve become quite a triumphant king. “I drew
that Pokémon before having Rayquaza!” Jo exclaims. The gold
fez of Turkey’s PM Bulent Ecevit had exquisite jewels. Jose
D. Gonzalez of Mexico City was the subsequent pick for VP.
Good job on the appetizers (excluding fried squid with anchovy milk)! Even while I adjust my expectations higher, you
keep amazing me. I request: be my wife. Kæmi ný öxi hér,

14/19 ¶ Even while I adjust my expectations higher, you keep amazing me.
I request: be my wife. Kæmi ný öxi hér, ykist
þjófum nú bæði víl og ádrepa. Texas’s majorleague ball squad played Nelson Cruz vs. a few
Yanks pitchers. Quit weeping: Alaska’s amazingGlacier Bay fjords have oxygen. What? By
forking over millions, I can acquire a Judd box?
Puh-leeze! Andy Warhol’s boxes made every critic
question if he’s a genius, or just a lazy punk.
Braque exchanged jewel-like Fauve style for Cezanne’s composition. My ex-wife reckoned Buzz
Lightyear’s jokes in the sequel an improvement.
The QB always zeroed in on the receiver, expectinghim to juke the FS. Lazy, thick-jawed bums
fixed spongy quiche I craved. H. frequently goes
over Brazil beads & Mexico wall painters; no
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